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Abstract—Whole-system data provenance provides deep
insight into the processing of data on a system, including
detecting data integrity attacks. The downside to systems
that collect whole-system data provenance is the sheer
volume of data that is generated under many heavy
workloads. In order to make provenance metadata useful,
it must be stored somewhere where it can be queried. This
problem becomes even more challenging when considering
a network of provenance-aware machines all collecting this
metadata. In this paper, we investigate the use of D4M
and Accumulo to support high-throughput data ingest of
whole-system provenance data. We find that we are able
to ingest 3,970 graph components per second. Centrally
storing the provenance metadata allows us to build systems
that can detect and respond to data integrity attacks that
are captured by the provenance system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Data provenance provides a history of the data as it is
processed. This history has a variety of uses, including
protecting against malicious changes[1], and detecting
attacks that occur on the system[2]. Many of the use
cases for provenance require collection of large volumes
of information, such as from whole-system provenance
collectors, e.g. the Linux Provenance Modules, LPM [3],
or Hifi [4].
While these whole-provenance systems ensure that a
complete provenance record is collected, they introduce
challenges for storage and analysis of the data, namely
the volume of data generated. For storage, LPM and Hifi
store data in flat files on disk, and the Provenance-aware
Storage System, PASS [5], stores data in a BerkleyDB,
also local to the system that is collecting the provenance.
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To give a sense of the volume of data, a system using
LPM to collect provenance generates 2.5GB of prove-
nance data during kernel compilation, an I/O-intensive
workload. In order to do any processing, especially for
distributed systems that are all collecting provenance, the
data must first be moved to a central location. This often
limits provenance to offline analysis, due to the sheer size
of the data. What is needed is a system that can ingest
provenance in a centralized location and support queries
on that data.
In this paper, we leverage existing work on high-
speed ingest for the Accumulo database [6], [7]. We also
leverage the D4M schema to support parallel processing
and analytics [8], [9]. Finally, we describe an analytic
using these tools to identify the input files that the system
uses to generate a given output file. Graph analytics are
useful in analyzing provenance data, and recent tools
have shown that server-side analytics are possible. For
analyzing large volumes of provenance data stored in
Accumulo, we can leverage existing tools, including
Graphulo [10], [11]. The first step in analyzing this data
is to store it somewhere amenable to analysis.
While many existing solutions for whole-system data
provenance have focused on the problem of collection,
they often fail to address storage issues, often relying on
simple flat-files to store the collected data. The proposed
solutions either focus on a single system, and assume a
model where the provenance data will be post-processed
on another system at a later time [5], [4], or rely on in-
memory solutions to store the data locally. Our system
provides an online capability that supports analysis of
provenance data from multiple machines in a centralized
manner.
We build the ingest system using Accumulo and
D4M, and characterize its performance under a variety
of scenarios. We find that with a single ingest process
running, our system can process 3,970 graph components
(nodes or edges) per second. We then characterize the
performance of the analytic process. The analysis iden-
tifies the set of inputs used to generate a specific output,
e.g. the set of source files used to create a specific binary.
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One limitation of whole-system provenance is the
storage overhead and the need to ingest large volumes
of provenance metadata quickly, in order to support
online analytics. Our system provides an example of
how to manage the tradeoff between performance and
storage for whole-system provenance. The rest of this
paper is organized as follows. Section II provides more
information on data provenance. Section III details the
design of our ingest pipeline. Section IV presents a
performance evaluation of our system. Finally, Section V
and VI is a discussion of future work and conclusions,
respectively.
II. BACKGROUND
Data provenance is the history of data as it is pro-
cessed. Provenance tracks metadata about the inputs and
outputs to a process, the specific process, and the con-
trolling agents of a process. The data can be collected at
different levels of granularity within a system, including
within applications, where developers have the most
context or within the operating system, which provides
complete coverage at the expense of relevant context.
However, the limitation of application provenance is
the required effort by the developers to instrument the
application. An alternative is to run the application on an
operating system that is provenance-aware, such as the
Hifi [4], or Linux Provenance Modules [3]. Such sys-
tems have been shown to provide complete provenance
records, but suffer from high storage overheads.
From the provenance data, it is possible to reconstruct
the history of a process, in order to determine the flow of
data through a system. This history provides the ability
to judge the authenticity of data. In addition, provenance
has been demonstrated as a tool for attack detection [12],
data loss prevention, and forensic analysis [13]. These
applications of provenance require an entire pipeline
in order to leverage data provenance. The provenance
pipeline can be broadly broken into several stages,
described below. There are choices at each stage, and
many of the choices directly impact the performance and
utility of the collected provenance data.
a) Granularity: There is a trade-off between col-
lecting everything at a low-level, e.g. whole-system
provenance [3], [4], [5] or collecting at a high-level,
e.g. application provenance [14], [15], [16], [17]. With
low-level provenance, the collection is guaranteed to be
complete, but lacking in context (i.e. a semantic gap),
while high-level collection will be context-rich but is
not guaranteed to be complete.
b) Collection: With the chosen granularity, a col-
lection mechanism is chosen. For example, fine-grained
collection (i.e. low-level) is achieved with any of the
whole-system provenance systems such as LPM or Hifi.
Context-rich high-level collection is achieved via any of
Event Occurrences
boot 1
credfork 336,505
exec 47,475
fperm 3,851,401
setid 47,691
Total 4,283,073
TABLE I
EACH RELEVANT LPM EVENT IS TRANSLATED INTO AT MOST TWO
GRAPH COMPONENTS, NAMELY A NODE, AND AN EDGE. FOR A
FULL EXPLANATION OF THE EVENTS THAT LPM CAPTURES, WE
REFER THE READERS TO [3]. THE NUMBER OF UNIQUE EVENTS
THAT MUST BE PROCESSED TO BUILD THE FULL PROVENANCE
GRAPH EXCEEDS 4,000,000 DURING APPROXIMATELY 38 MINUTES.
the readily available provenance libraries [14], [15], [16],
[17].
c) Encoding: Collected data must be encoded in
a way that analytic tools can process the data. For
interoperability, it is best to rely on the standard en-
coding, such as those defined by the W3C in the PROV
specification [18]. This encoding must also accurately
reflect the processing done on the data, and this modeling
of data processing can be challenging.
d) Storage: There are many choices for stor-
ing provenance data, including graph databases, like
Neo4J [19] and Titan [20], traditional SQL databases, or
key-value stores, such as Cassandra [21] and Accumulo.
This paper focuses on the Accumulo database, due to
the high throughput ingest [7], as well as recent efforts
to provide increased security for the data stored in these
databases [22], [23].
e) Analytics: Once provenance data is stored, an-
alytics run to make use of the provenance data. For
example, the provenance data can be analyzed to de-
termine if a particular output is derived from a specific
input that may be known to be malicious. The result
of the analytics determine what response actions the
provenance system takes.
f) Response: Responses from the provenance sys-
tem can be passive, such as displays that provide infor-
mation about the data, or active, by triggering corrective
actions within the system. One example of a corrective
action would be to quarantine any output that is derived
from a malicious input.
g) Security: One over-arching consideration for the
provenance data is security. The choices for security are
determined by the choices made for each stage of the
pipeline, and are too varied to include here. For whole-
system provenance security, the reader is referred to [3]
which details the security of the LPM system. Each stage
above has security considerations that must be carefully
considered, a problem that is outside the scope of this
paper.
For many provenance systems, the storage is chosen
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Fig. 1. Our system uses LPM for provenance data collection, a
custom application for encoding and storage of the provenance data
from multiple systems (Curator). Curator relies on Matlab/GNU Octave
and the D4M library storing the data in Accumulo.
to provide fast writes, under the assumption that analy-
sis will not occur online, meaning low-latency queries
are not required. This is especially true for whole-
system provenance like LPM, where large volumes of
provenance data are collected. As an example, Table I
shows the volume of provenance data collected while
compiling the kernel. What is needed is a system that
can support the large volume of provenance data, while
simultaneously supporting online analytics.
LPM-enabled systems can generate large volumes of
data (between 2 and 4GB for an I/O intensive task, such
as kernel compilation). For specifics on the volume of
data generated, we refer the reader to [3] where the
authors describe the storage overheads in great detail.
Additionally, the types of data stored are described.
In [3], the authors explore the use of a local graph
database running on the same system. While this local
storage supports fast queries, it is limited to querying the
provenance records for a single system. In contrast, stor-
ing provenance data in a centralized database supports
more complex queries that can span multiple systems.
The configuration in this paper is as follows:
Granularity Whole-system
Collection Linux Provenance Modules
Encoding W3C PROV
Storage Apache Accumulo
Analytics Graph-traversal
Response Passive
Security Not addressed
Next, we detail the design of the ingest pipeline and
the graph analysis developed to determine the inputs
related to a specific output.
III. DESIGN
Figure 1 shows the architecture used to collect and
store the provenance data. (1) Data is collected by the
LPM-enabled kernel and sent to a central location via a
message bus (ActiveMQ) by a daemon running on each
LPM node. (2) The data is translated from LPM events
Listing 1
EXAMPLE ACCUMULO ENTRIES FOR NODES IN FIGURE 2
AC0 : t y p e |PROV ACTIVITY [ ] 1
AC1 : t y p e |PROV ACTIVITY [ ] 1
AC2 : t y p e |PROV ACTIVITY [ ] 1
EN0 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN1 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN2 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN3 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN4 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN5 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN6 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
EN7 : t y p e |PROV ENTITY [ ] 1
Listing 2
EXAMPLE ACCUMULO ENTRIES FOR EDGES IN FIGURE 2
...
wgb−2 : inNode |AC2 [ ] 1
wgb−2 : inType |PROV GENERATION |AC2 [ ] 1
wgb−2 : outNode |EN6 [ ] 1
wgb−2 : outType |PROV GENERATION |EN6 [ ] 1
wgb−2 : t y p e |PROV GENERATION [ ] 1
wgb−3 : inNode |AC2 [ ] 1
wgb−3 : inType |PROV GENERATION |AC2 [ ] 1
wgb−3 : outNode |EN7 [ ] 1
wgb−3 : outType |PROV GENERATION |EN7 [ ] 1
wgb−3 : t y p e |PROV GENERATION [ ] 1
...
into W3C PROV graphs by the Curator application1,
and then (3) encoded as tab-separated Accumulo entries
based on the D4M schema. (4) After a configurable num-
ber of entries are process, Curator triggers Matlab/GNU
Octave to process the TSV files. (5) Matlab/GNU Octave
stores the entries in Accumulo using the open-source
D4M library.
Each LPM event generates a single node and edge
that must be encoded and stored in Accumulo. We
rely on D4M [8] to encode the nodes and edges of
the provenance graph. Data about nodes are stored in
one table, while edges are stored in a separate table.
Figure 2 shows a small provenance graph with entities
(EN6 and EN7, for example) and activities (AC2, etc.).
The definitions of the nodes and edges can be found
in [24].
Listings 1 and 2 show examples of the data
stored in Accumulo for the nodes and edges of the
graph, respectively. The first column is the identi-
fier of the node or edge. The second column stores
nodes and edge attributes, such as the type (e.g.
:type|PROV_ACTIVITY). For nodes shown in List-
ing 1, the node name is the first value, and the sec-
ond value encodes the W3C PROV type of the node.
Similarly for Listing 2, each set of rows with the same
1Internal application used as the daemon that collects provenance
from a variety of sources.
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Fig. 2. A simple provenance graph. Nodes that start with “EN” are entities, or data. Nodes with “AC” indicate an activity (e.g. process) node.
Directed edges in the graph follow the standard W3C PROV-DM model. In this simple example, the starting point of the graph is EN6 or EN7
which were generated by AC2 which was used by EN5, etc.
name (e.g. wgb-2) encode the properties of the edge,
such as source (the :inNode row), destination (the
:outNode), and type (:type) of the edge. From the
data in the tables, we are able to build provenance
graphs.
A. Provenance Graph Analysis
Building the provenance graphs is an iterative process,
that starts with identification of the starting node. For the
LPM data this can be a socket, file, process, or user. In
the example graph in Figure 2, we will use “EN6” and
“EN7”.
1) Begin with starting node (“EN6” and “EN7”) and
number of hops your would like to explore.
2) Find all edges connected to starting node(s). The
“:type|PROV_USAGE” are directed edges from
an “AC”’ node (a process) to an “EN” (a file).
The “:type|PROV_GENERATION” edges are di-
rected edges from EN nodes (files) to AC nodes
(processes). Other edges types, as defined in [24]
are also encoded.
3) Find nodes connected via edges. These nodes are
1-hop distance from the starting node(s).
4) Continue process until depth (number of hops) is
achieved.
For example, consider the code snippet and output
shown in listings 3 and 4, respectively. The code snippet
shows a few lines of MATLAB code used to traverse
a provenance graph. The first lines, set up a connection
to the database system. The final loop, finds nodes at
the next depth level that are connected to the nodes in
the current level. For figure 2, the results of applying
the analytic to the first three depths will look like the
contents of listings 4 where depthID corresponds to
the number of hops from the starting node to the cur-
rent node. Essentially, the algorithm performs a filtered
breadth first search of the graph. The filter criteria can
be edge or node attributes.
Listing 3
SAMPLE OF THE CODE FROM THE ANALYTIC
%s e t b i n d i n g t o d a t a b a s e
DB=DBsetupLLGrid ( ' cyber−prov−db ' ) ;
%s e t b i n d i n g s t o node and edge t a b l e s ;
Tnode=DB( ' nodeTab le ' ) ;
Tedge=DB( ' edgeTab le ' ) ;
f o r i =1 : d e p t h
Cedge=Row( Tedge ( : , C a t S t r ( ' outNode , ' , ' | '
, s t a r t F i l e ) ) , : ) ;
end
Listing 4
EXAMPLE OUTPUT
( dep th ID | 0 , EN6 , ) 1 ,
( dep th ID | 0 , EN7 , ) 1 ,
( dep th ID | 1 , inNode |AC2 , ) outNode |EN6 ,
( dep th ID | 2 , inNode |AC1 , ) outNode |AC2 ,
( dep th ID | 2 , inNode |EN5 , ) outNode |AC2 ,
( dep th ID | 3 , inNode |AC0 , ) outNode |AC1 ,
( dep th ID | 3 , inNode |AC1 , ) outNode |AC1 ,
( dep th ID | 3 , inNode |EN3 , ) outNode |AC1 ,
( dep th ID | 3 , inNode |EN4 , ) outNode |EN5 ,
...
IV. EVALUATION
As highlighted in Table I, the number of LPM events
collected during a 38 minute kernel compile exceeds
4,000,000, giving a rate of 1,879 events per second. Each
event generates one node and one edge that must be
encoded and stored in the database, meaning any system
that processes LPM data must support storing an average
of 3,758 graph components per second.
For the experiments described in this section, we
rely on a single Accumulo node running on a dual-
socket Intel Xeon E5-2683 v3 system (28-cores total)
with 256GB of RAM and 8TB of local storage. Each
node is running Fedora 20, and the Accumulo node
is running version 1.6. The nodes are connected via a
10GbE network. All times reported are from single runs.
In order to characterize the ingest rate of the pipeline
shown in Figure 1, we used a random provenance graph
generator that is part of the ProvToolbox library2. We
generated graphs ranging from 2 to 524,288 nodes. Each
graph was then ingested into the Accumulo database
as described in Section III. The graphs are designed to
represent the sorts of graphs that are encountered when
processing LPM events. The generator takes, as input,
the number of nodes, and the maximum number of edges
allowed per node. The tool then generates random nodes
and edges that respect these inputs, and returns a valid
provenance graph.3
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Fig. 3. Graph size vs average component ingest rate
Figure 3 shows the graph size versus average number
of components (nodes and edges) ingested per second.
From the graph, we see that batching the ingests is
beneficial, with a peak of 3,970 components per second.
This means that the ingest system can handle the data
being generated by the LPM system. The ingest system
relies on a single thread to write data to Accumulo, and
one area of future work is to explore running multiple
ingest threads to further increase the ingest rate to
support multiple LPM nodes sending data to the database
at once. It should also be noted that not all workloads
generate the same volume of provenance data. Compute-
intensive workloads will generate fewer events than I/O-
intensive workloads[3].
Once the data is stored in Accumulo, we need to query
the data to utilize it. In this example, the first step is
to traverse the graph to identify the nodes and edges,
starting from a given node of interest. From there, we
perform a simple breadth-first search to build the graph,
resulting in a listing similar to Listing 4. The query time
for each graph size is shown in Figure 4. The graph
query time is directly related to the depth of the graph,
2https://github.com/lucmoreau/ProvToolbox/tree/master/
prov-generator
3The reason we used random graphs is the ability to specify
an arbitrary number of nodes and edges to better characterize the
performance over a range of different inputs to the ingest pipeline.
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Fig. 4. Graph size vs query time to build full graphs
as the analytic must query the database for each hop
in the graph. This brute force algorithm results in slow
query times for large graphs. In Figure 4, the graph with
32,000 nodes shows a larger than expected query time.
This is a result of the random graph generator generating
a graph that is deeper than subsequent graphs. In this
case, the maximum depth was 20 levels, while the larger
graph with 64,000 nodes had a depth of only 13.
In the future, we are exploring ways to decrease this
query time, and better characterize the ingest perfor-
mance with a wider variety of real-world data. One
possible way to reduce the query time is by leveraging
Accumulo iterators to reduce the number of queries
the client must make to retrieve the correct data. One
server-side graph analysis library for Accumulo is Gra-
phulo [10], which shows promise in helping to reduce
the overhead of querying large graphs.
V. DISCUSSION
h) Security: Security is a paramount concern for
data provenance, especially if critical security decisions
are going to be made. In this paper, we don’t currently
provide any protections for the data stored in Accumulo.
There are several efforts underway to provide security for
data stored in Accumulo. The first is the “Computing on
Masked Data”, or CMD, method [23], [25], which allows
data to be “masked” in Accumulo, and computations do
not require data to be unmasked. The other approach is
described in [22], where the authors provide a client-side
library that provides cryptographic protections for Accu-
mulo data. In [26], the authors describe other methods
for securing data that can be applied to this work.
i) Enhancements: While the ingest performance
currently meets the needs for a single node producing
LPM events under an I/O intensive workload, one area
of future work will explore ways to increase the ingest
performance such that a single node can support multiple
clients at once. Furthermore, the analytics described in
Section IV are still too slow to support online use of the
data in all but the smallest graphs. Exploring the use of
Graphulo, and other server-side iterators, to reduce the
query time is an area of future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we present a system to support high-
throughput storage of provenance data in Accumulo. We
are just beginning to understand the needs of provenance
in building resilient systems, and this work addresses one
of the many challenges with integrating provenance into
a system, namely the problem of storing large volumes
of data. We have designed a system that supports high-
throughput ingest of provenance data. Our system is
able to sustain an ingest rate of approximately 4,000
components per second with a single Accumulo node.
Additionally, we have started exploring the query in-
terfaces for such a system, and identified one example
query, namely traversing the graph to identify inputs
related to a specific output. In the future, we are looking
to reduce the query time to make our use of data
provenance possible in online systems, as opposed to
just offline analysis.
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